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Technical Report 

Web Service Discovery – A Reality Check 
 
 

Daniel Bachlechner, Katharina Siorpaes, Dieter Fensel, and Ioan Toma1

 
 
 
Abstract:  
Web services are about the integration of applications via the web. Hereby, the programming 
effort should be minimized through the reuse of standardized components and interfaces. 
Semantic web services try to provide the next step through mechanizing important sub tasks 
within a service-oriented architecture. Otherwise, significant manual programming effort would 
remain as a bottleneck for this approach. One of the sub tasks in a service-oriented architecture 
is service discovery. While a significant number of papers have already been published in this 
area, most of them are more concerned in providing yet another illustration for an arbitrary 
logical framework rather than providing a contribution that meets current constraints in given 
practical settings. In this paper, we first provide an empirical enumeration of existing 
approaches towards web service discovery. This sets the basis for analyzing the strengths and 
weaknesses of the existing approaches as well as the prediction of future potential 
improvements in this area. We also identify a useful role for semantic techniques as long as it is 
in a proper setting. 
 
 
 
Keywords: Web Service, Discovery, UDDI. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Currently, computer science constitutes an important period of abstraction. A generation ago 

we learnt to abstract from hardware and currently we learn to abstract from software in terms of 

service-oriented architectures (SOA). Explicitly, SOAs emphasize that it is the service that 

counts for the customer, not the specific software or hardware component that is used to 

implement this service. SOAs will quickly become the leading software paradigm. However, 

they will not scale without significant mechanization of service discovery, service adaptation, 

negotiation, service composition, service invocation, and service monitoring; as well as data, 

protocol, and process mediation (cf. [4]).  

Web services described through WSDL provide service endpoints in such architecture. There 

could soon be several thousands of services capable of composing your required specific 

application. However, for this, these services must first be discovered. Within the semantic web 

community, many of the publications on service discovery tend to place more emphasis on 

certain aspects of reasoning (c.f. [1], [2], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]) rather than on focusing on current 

constraints and foreseeable evolvement of service discovery. This paper takes the opposite 

approach. First, in Section 2 we enumerate existing approaches for web service discovery, 

addressing the three commonly accepted means for discovering web services: the UDDI 

Business Repository, specialized search engines, and the usage of generic search engines for 

web service discovery. Section 3 compares the existing approaches and identifies their strength 

and weaknesses. Section 4 concludes by providing potential paths for semantics in web service 

discovery as an extension of the discussed approaches.  

 

2 EXISTING APPROACHES FOR SERVICE DISCOVERY 
 

In this section we briefly address and describe three current approaches for web service 

discovery. The first of which is the core web service standard UDDI. UDDI (Universal 

Description, Discovery, and Integration) is a standard for centralized repositories and important 

software vendors that run so-called UDDI Business Registries (UBR) as search points for 

services. The second approach depends on specific resources for locating available web 

services. These web services either crawl the web and aggregate the content found, or revert 

to databases of manually registered services. The third approach accesses standard web 

search engines that restrict the search to WSDL files. 

We introduce an evaluation scheme to describe and compare existing approaches for service 

discovery. The UBR as well as the other specific resources for locating web services are 

evaluated according to a list of important features which increase the quality and usability of a 

web service discovery. We present the core features in Table 1 found in Section 3. The table 

shows a convenient comparison of the different approaches. The standard web search engines 

were also accounted for in the comparison of these criteria. Although search engines cannot be 

expected to support many of the specific features of web services discovery, they do possess 

considerable potential to perform such tasks.  
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The criteria can be classified into two groups, the first of which represents the basics of web 

service discovery. The core criterion here is a description of how a search can be conducted. 

Additionally, criteria, such as the number of available services, the status information, and the 

supported interfaces are essential and therefore belong to this first set of criteria. 

 

Search 
Each web service discovery resource provides one or more means to search for web services. 

This criterion reflects the basic functionality of resources for the location of web services. The 

most common means are keyword search and category browsing. However, further alternatives 

also occur occasionally, for example template search on operations. Additionally, some 

platforms also allow searching for service providers and technical models. 

 
Number of Services 

The number of web services provided by a web service resource is a simple indicator to 

estimate how likely it is to find a suitable service. Since in most cases web services must be 

manually registered, the number of services allows one to deduce the acceptance and 

popularity of a resource for locating web services. However, it is important to consider that the 

quantity of services is only of value if the quality of the web services, as well as the usability of 

the discovery resource, are adequate. 

 
Status Information 
The status information allows web service consumers to identify inactive services immediately 

and at best to exclude them from search results. This is crucial as it costs a lot of time to do that 

manually, particularly due to the fact that the integrity of a web service is normally checked after 

its relevancy has been clarified. Even simply checking the existence and validity of a service’s 

WSDL file makes the successful discovery of a suitable and working web service much more 

efficient. 

 
Alternative Interfaces 
Most resources for web service discovery have web interfaces. To enable further services and 

automated processing, alternative interfaces such as RSS feeds as well as WS-Inspection and 

DISCO documents are helpful. Furthermore, some resources also support SOAP interfaces 

and are based on UDDI Private Registries respectively. 

 
The second criterion group consists of service rating, the test or demo features, the WSDL 

parser, and the service cost (which allows service discovery to be more convenient and less 

time-consuming). This group mainly contains features which can significantly influence the 

consumer’s decision. 

 
Service Rating 
The rating of web services is another helpful feature which enables users to assess services 

better before invoking them. Ratings are particularly useful if a number of services seem to be 
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relevant in the first place. Web services reviews are a means of enabling even more significant 

appraisal regarding a specific service’s quality. 

 
Test/Demo Service 

The goal of a web service specific test service is to allow the invocation of web services without 

writing a single line of code. A well-implemented and mature test service makes the 

determination of a service’s relevance easy. A demo service is less powerful as it only provides 

example SOAP messages. 

 
WSDL Parser 
WSDL files can not be investigated in a convenient way using most of the surveyed resources. 

However, some resources provide mature mechanisms for viewing and browsing WSDL files. 

These WSDL tools make it much easier to grasp the technical functionality of a web service 

and incorporate it into proprietary environments quickly. 

 

Service Cost 
The pricing structure of a web service provider is an essential piece of information as it plays an 

important role in the decision making process of web service consumers. A fair amount of the 

commendable web services which are currently available require some form of payment.  

 

In the following sections, we will evaluate and compare the aspects of both criterion groups to 

describe the web service resources in further detail. 

 

2.1 UDDI Business Registry (UBR) 
 

UDDI is nominally one of the core web services standards. It is designed to be interrogated by 

SOAP messages and to provide access to WSDL documents describing the protocol bindings 

and message formats required to interact with the web services listed in the directory. 

UDDI Business Registry (UBR) nodes are provided by IBM, Microsoft, SAP and NTT Com. With 

respect to service discovery the UBR’s basic functionality includes search for services, 

providers, and technical models (tModels) as well as category browsing. It is difficult to estimate 

how many services the UBR de facto provides since a very large portion of the registered 

services is either simple testing or experimental services, or in some cases not actual services 

at all. In fact, current UDDI registries allow anybody to register almost anything as a web 

service entry.  

When searching, a wildcard character can be used if a service’s exact name is unknown. 

Furthermore it is possible to refine a search by specifying categorizations or tModels.  

The UBR provides the service name, a description, the service, and categorization schemes of 

registered web services. Additionally, binding related information is available, such as access 

point, supported protocol, a description, the binding key, and instance information. 
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The service and binding keys are unique and intended for use in programmatic queries. 

Instance information typically references an interface tModel and can include technical 

information such as instance parameters and interface specifications. 

Other UBR nodes provide more or less the same information and interface functionality 

whereas the look of the representation can vary significantly. 

In the UBR, the rating of the service is unknown, users are unable to check out other users’ 

experiences and it is not possible to a priori determine whether a service is working or not. The 

opportunity to test a service before writing code is not offered by the UBR either. Furthermore, 

UBR does not enable users to view WSDL files in a more convenient way using a WSDL 

parser. However, a SOAP interface as an alternative interface is provided. Finally, the cost of 

services cannot be found out using UBR. 

 

2.2 Web service search engines 
 

Successful web service discovery is a challenge regarding functionality and usability and can 

be achieved in widely varying ways. An approach different from central repositories are web 

service specific search engines, that provide the functionality to search and browse web 

services. In this section we list several engines and provide a description of each one. The web 

service engines investigated include XMethods, BindingPoint, WebServiceX.NET, Web Service 

List, StrikeIron, Woogle, RemoteMethods, eSynaps, and SalCentral. The description is based 

on the criteria presented in section above. 

 

2.2.1 XMethods 
 

XMethods2 which is a project of XMethods, Inc. provides a simple list of 3124 web services3. 

The list is ordered by submission time, with the most recent services listed first. Registered web 

services are published in XMethod’s web service list containing pieces of information such as 

publisher, style, the service name, the service description, and its implementation. Details on 

individual web services are provided on separate pages which display the service name, the 

WSDL path to the WSDL file, the SOAP binding, the service key, a description and the owner, 

which is the same as the publisher in the web service list but links to the account profile. 

The section on the service’s endpoints lists the URL, the publisher (links to the account profile), 

the contact e-mail address, and finally a link to a page providing more information about the 

particular implementation.  

Neither the service’s status can be retrieved, nor is a review mechanism implemented that 

allows service rating.  However, each service published on XMethods can be tested using 

XMethod’s “Try It” feature. Besides, XMethods provides a WSDL parser for viewing WSDL files 

more conveniently. Aside from the web interface, XMethods provides support for a couple of 

interfaces, namely SOAP interfaces, RSS feeds, WS-Inspection, and DISCO documents as 

well as a UDDI Private Registry interface. The cost of a service can not be found in XMethods.  

                                                      
2 http://www.xmethods.com 
3 as of November 19, 2005 
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Additionally, so-called “contributed clients”4 are listed. However, this XMethods feature doesn't 

seem to be used heavily. Finally XMethods provides a detailed description and usage notes. 

 

2.2.2 BindingPoint 
 

BindingPoint5 is an independent resource for locating and consuming XML web services that 

allows for keyword search on web services as well as category browsing. It provides business 

and technical information on all web services published in the public UDDI Business Registry, 

as well as ratings, reviews, and general support for these web services. 

BindingPoint is run by a team of software analysts and developers, and its long term goal is to 

bring about real benefits to software development and business processes through the strategic 

use of web services. BindingPoint is operated and hosted by Acclaim IT Solutions Ltd. 

Technical details about web services, businesses, bindings, access points, and tModels are 

taken from the UBR. This means that service providers only need to publish their service in the 

UBR in order for it to become part of BindingPoint. 

Currently BindingPoint comprises of 4056 online web services, out of which 2742 are inactive 6. 

BindingPoint provides information about registered web services in its list, such as the service 

category, the service name and description, provider including business details, the last update, 

the service rating, and finally, the price per transaction. The web service list can be sorted by 

name, date, rating and price per transaction. 

Moreover, each service has its own page offering more detailed information: service name, 

service description, service key, its provider, its last update, the average response time in 

seconds, and the service’s costs. 

The section concerned with the service’s bindings offers a binding description, binding key, an 

access point, a WSDL path, and tModels. 

BindingPoint allows for the exclusion of inactive web services from its listings. Another helpful 

piece of information provided by BindingPoint is a web service’s average response time. 

User ratings as well as official ratings on scales are provided together with a review that is 

concerned with functionality, documentation, UDDI registry entries, ease of use, and support. It 

is BindingPoint’s aim to test and to produce a rating and written review of every web service 

published in the UDDI Business Registry, and consequently this site. This makes it easy for 

consumers of web services to find reliable and specialized web services which match their 

requirements. 

Furthermore a link to the test service called "Quick Try" is provided for every binding. The 

QuickTry service is a platform-independent means of performing a test invocation of any web 

service, and viewing the related response. This means that no program code needs to be 

written in order to evaluate any web service. 

Moreover, BindingPoint offers enhanced WSDL parses, which significantly increases usability. 

However, no additional interfaces are provided. As already mentioned, the cost of each 

                                                      
4 http://www.xmethods.net/v2/HelpClients.html 
5 http://www.bindingpoint.com 
6 as of October 31, 2005 
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transaction is an attribute in each service description. Additionally, BindingPoint provides some 

extra features, such as marking favourite services and e-Mail recommendation.  

 

2.2.3 WebserviceX.NET 
 

WebserviceX.NET7 is an online web service repository that focuses on keyword search of web 

services and category browsing. It provides programmable business logic components and 

standing data that serve as “black boxes” to provide access to functionality and data via web 

services. 

WebservicesX.NET is a project of Generic Objects Technologies Ltd. and provides access to 

around 100 web services8. WebservicesX.NET web service list provides the service name and 

description of registered web services. Details on individual web services are provided on 

separate pages which contain the service name, description, WSDL code and path, and a list of 

operations along with descriptions.  

Neither status information, nor a service rating is offered by WebserviceX.NET. The test of a 

service can be done by viewing an example invocation. Additionally, a WSDL parser is 

provided. The only available alternative interface is a RSS feed of registered services.  

The costs of services can not be found on WebserviceX.NET. A UDDI explorer allows a 

provider as well as a tModel search. 

 

2.2.4 Web Service List 
 

Web Service List9 is another resource for locating web services which allows a keyword search 

of web services as well as category browsing. It is a service of GoldStar, Corp. which currently 

lists more than 1000 web services10. 

Web Services List provides the service name which links to a page providing more detailed 

information on the specific web service, a description, the date of the latest update and a 

visitors’ rating in its web service list. 

On separate pages further information is given on the individual web services. In addition to the 

information found in the web service list, the name of the service publisher or provider is 

provided. Furthermore the WSDL file and the service provider’s website are linked. Information 

about the status of a service can not be easily retrieved. However, Web Service list provides a 

rating mechanism for services. Unlike BindingPoint, there is no option to quickly test a service 

or see a demo. Users have to be content with the common way of viewing WSDL files without 

any additional parsing. There is no extra interface besides the web interface and costs of 

services are not published in Web Services List. 

 

2.2.5 StrikeIron 
 

                                                      
7 http://www.webservicex.net 
8 as of October 31, 2005 
9 http://www.webservicelist.com 
10 as of October 31, 2005 
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StrikeIron11 is a marketplace of commercial web services and allows browsing by category as 

well as searching the database. StrikeIron, Inc. is a big player in web services 

commercialization with its StrikeIron Web Services Business Network that attempts to simplify 

publishing, finding, and subscribing to web services by a broader audience of providers and 

users. StrikeIron lists approximately 1000 web services12 in the Global Directory. The number 

constantly fluctuates as new services come in each day and ones that are down are removed. 

More information about StrikeIron’s marketplace, global directory, tools, support, resources and 

communities are provided on the project’s website13. 

The list of web services includes the service name, description, provider, and status. 

Furthermore the WSDL path is indicated and the file linked. The service name, as well as the 

provider, link to pages providing more detailed information. The list can be sorted by service or 

provider name. The separate web service description pages of StrikeIron basically contain the 

same information as the web service list. For some services an additional e-mail address is 

provided as well as a link to a service information page. 

As described in the attributes of the services in the list, each service is equipped with 

information about its status. Rating or review mechanisms are not implemented. StrikeIron’s 

functionality allows testing a service without any programming effort. Moreover, enhanced 

WSDL parsing is supported, along with a SOAP interface. Finally, the cost of a service is 

provided as well. 

StrikeIron’s key features are the Online Analyzer14, the Monitoring Service15, the Knowledge 

Base16 and the Microsoft Excel add-in OnDemand.17

 

2.2.6 Woogle 
 

Woogle18 allows keyword search on web services, template search on operations and category 

browsing. The advantages of template search19 are explained on Woogle’s website. 

Woogle is a web services search engine which collects web services from various sites and 

allows searching them intelligently and efficiently. It is powered by the Database Research 

Group in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at the University of 

Washington. 

According to the project website Woogle collects web services from SalCentral, 

WebserviceList, XMethods, BindingPoint, Web Service Of The Day, and RemoteMethods. The 

total number of unique web services listed is 885.20

In its web service list Woogle provides the services’ name and provider as well as a description. 

Additionally the services status is indicated and the WSDL file linked. A rating or review 
                                                      
11 http://www.strikeiron.com 
12 as of November 20, 2005 
13 http://www.strikeiron.com/info/wsbiznet.aspx 
14 http://www.strikeiron.com/tools/tools_analyzer_online.aspx 
15 http://www.strikeiron.com/tools/tools_custom_monitoring.aspx. 
16 http://www.strikeiron.com/tools/tools_knowledgebase.aspx 
17 http://www.strikeiron.com/tools/tools_ondemand.aspx 
18 http://www.cs.washington.edu/woogle 
19 http://haydn.cs.washington.edu:8080/won/helptext2.html 
20 as of October 31, 2005 
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mechanism is not available. A link to a test service called “Try It” is directly available for most of 

the services. The Woogle “Try It” feature allows invoking the operations of a web service. 

Woogle not only offers a convenient way of viewing WSDL files but is also able to analyze 

whether a WSDL document is malformed or not. However, Woogle does not support alternative 

interfaces. The cost of a service is not displayed either. 

An approach called similarity search21 makes it possible to conveniently find similar operations. 

 
2.2.7 RemoteMethods 
 

RemoteMethods’ web services directory supports finding and comparing web services from 

various providers and is run by InfoGenius, Inc. The resource provides keyword search as well 

as category browsing functionality. RemoteMethods provides each service’s name, number of 

hits, date of the latest update, and a description in its web service list. 

Even though there is no status information available, RemoteMethods provides both review and 

rating mechanisms. Testing a service is not possible and a sophisticated way of viewing WSDL 

files and alternative interfaces is missing. However, the cost of a service is contained in the list 

of a service’s features.  

RemoteMethods’ main feature is the favourites list which allows bookmarking a number of 

services. Users can request to get notified when their favourites are updated. 

 

2.2.8 eSynaps 
 

eSynaps22 allows keyword search on web services. The results of keyword queries are claimed 

to be ASMX/WSDL locations but most of them link to standard web pages describing services. 

eSynaps supports neither testing, rating or reviewing of services, nor does it offer cost 

information of each service. 

The main tool provided by eSynaps is a WSDL analyzer. This tool can be used to parse 

through WSDL documents programmatically. A web service version for the keyword search is 

also available. Besides the web interface, a SOAP interface is also available. 

 

2.2.9 SalCentral 
 

SalCentral23 is a specialist web service search engine. It is one of the world’s largest 

brokerages for schemas, reviews and quality assurance information about web services. The 

website could not be accessed during the time of this survey. 

 
2.3 Customized search with web search engines 
 

Traditional search engines allow searching for specific file types. Therefore, it is intuitive to use 

common search engines to search for WSDL files. In this section we describe the search 
                                                      
21 http://haydn.cs.washington.edu:8080/won/related.html 
22 http://www.esynaps.com 
23 http://www.salcentral.com 
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engines Google and Baidu with respect to their ability to facilitate web service discovery. 

Google and Baidu follow different strategies but are both likely to be big players in the long-run. 

 
2.3.1 Google 

 

Google is the world's largest search engine and through its partnerships with America Online, 

Netscape and others it responds to more search queries than any other service online. Google 

has indexed 8 billion web pages and 1 billion image files24. 

Google25 allows restricting the results to specific file types. Searching for WSDL files with 

Google leads to a list of approximately 25,600 results26. 

At the moment Google obviously cannot check a WSDL document’s validity but at least it only 

delivers files that actually exist. Another drawback is that Google obviously cannot directly 

provide detailed information about the service provider. The UBR allows for instance not only 

service but also provider and tModel search.  

As Google utilizes the PageRank algorithm and as it is manifest that good services are more 

likely to be linked than bad ones there is some imprecise rating or ranking mechanism already 

inherent. Unfortunately the algorithm will not scale for WSDL files because links in this context 

are used in quite a different manner than in “normal” web pages. 

Enhanced web service search functionality could be integrated easily into Google, similarly to 

the present image search. Alternatively the Google web service interface could be used as core 

component of a Google-based web service discovery approach. 

 

2.3.2 Baidu 
 

So far, Baidu has indexed 690 million web pages, 80 million image files, and 10 million 

multimedia files27. The site also features news, message boards, and other content. Because of 

the complexities of the Chinese language, Baidu's search technologies are quite sophisticated. 

The company has developed special language-processing technologies to allow for relevant 

search results. Regardless, Baidu28 is not a reasonable way to discover web services at the 

moment. Even though Baidu allows searching for restricted types of files in principle, WSDL is 

not one of the supported types. Nevertheless Baidu basically—like many other search 

engines—has the same potential for web service discovery as Google. 

 

3 EVALUATION 
 

The web service resources presented in the previous section follow many different approaches 

of service discovery with varying success. In this section, we first compare the current 

approaches for web service discovery and subsequently address some promising opportunities 

and constant threats. 

                                                      
24 as of November 20, 2005 
25 http://www.google.com 
26 as of October 31, 2005 
27 as of July 13, 2005 
28 http://www.baidu.com 
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3.1 Comparison of current approaches for web service discovery 
 

Various resources for web service discovery were delineated in the previous section according 

to a common evaluation scheme. The results of the evaluation are represented in Table 1, 

which contains all resources discussed as well as the evaluation criteria described in the 

previous section. The table is divided into three groups of resources; namely, the UBR, 

specialised web service discovery resources, and finally ordinary web search engines. The 

table also graphically represents the two groups of criteria which contain the basics for web 

service discovery on the one hand, and additional criteria that significantly influence the web 

services consumer’s decision on the other. In this section we use the developed evaluation 

scheme to conduct an in-depth comparison of the resources. Furthermore, the main 

opportunities and threats with regard to web services discovery are discussed. 

 

3.1.1 Web service discovery basics 
 

The majority relies on keyword search as well as category browsing whereas XMethods only 

shows services in a simple list format. The UBR also allows searching for providers and 

tModels. The web service search engine Woogle additionally offers template search on 

operations. Obviously the state of the art of search functionality is rather limited and hampers 

usability. Semantic web services could enable a more comprehensive search as well as 

automation of tasks.  

Especially in the UBR, the location of web services is difficult as it does not provide an efficient 

interface for querying services. The name of a web service, a web service provider or a tModel 

must be known to get further details. The UBR keyword search only takes names into account 

and ignores service descriptions. Considering service descriptions could be promising in theory, 

but unfortunately a major part of the descriptions available are deficient and of low quality. Due 

to the limited extent of human readable descriptions in the UBR, discovery is a cumbersome 

and time-consuming effort. 

Most numbers provided by web service search engines, concerning the number of registered 

web services, are vague and imprecise. However, it is obvious that Google provides a 

significantly higher number of WSDL files. The number of findable services in terms of a 

specific resource is an important indicator for the comprehensiveness of a web service 

discovery engine. However, at large, service functionality and quality are of course far more 

important than quantity.  
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 Search 
Number of 
Services 

Status 
Alternative 
Interfaces 

Rating 
Test/ 
Demo 

WSDL 
Parser 

Price 

UDDI 
Business 
Registry 

keyword 

search, 

category 

browsing 

- no 
SOAP 

interface 
- no no no 

XMeth-
ods 

list of 

services 
3.124 no 

SOAP 

interface, 

UDDI Private 

Registry, WS-

Inspection 

document, 

DISCO 

document, 

RSS feed 

- yes yes no 

Binding-
Point 

keyword 

search, 

category 

browsing 

4.056 
impreci

se 
- 

rating 

and 

reviews 

yes yes yes 

Web-
service-
X.NET 

keyword 

search, 

category 

browsing 

70 no RSS feed - 

exampl

e 

SOAP 

docum

ents 

yes no 

Web 
Service 

List 

keyword 

search, 

category 

browsing  

1.000 no - rating no no no 

Strike-
Iron 

keyword 

search, 

category 

browsing 

1.000 yes 
SOAP 

interface 
- yes yes yes 

Woogle 

keyword 

search, 

category 

browsing, 

template 

search 

885 yes - - partial imprecise no 

Remote-
Methods 

keyword 

search, 

category 

browsing 

- no - 

rating 

and 

reviews 

no no yes 

eSynaps 
keyword 

search 
- no 

SOAP 

interface 
- no no no 

Google 
keyword 

search 
25.600 

impreci

se 

SOAP 

interface 

imprecis

e 
no no no 

Baidu 
keyword 

search 
- no - - no no no 

Table 1: Overview of popular web service discovery resources 
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Some web service resources provide functionality to determine whether a service is active or 

not. The UBR does not provide any status information at all while StrikeIron and Woogle display 

the status of a listed web service (active or inactive). BindingPoint allows for excluding inactive 

web services from its listings. Another helpful piece of information provided by BindingPoint in 

this context is the average response times of specific services. 

All evaluated resources for locating web services have a web interface and the UBR, 

XMethods, StrikeIron and eSynaps also have SOAP interfaces. XMethods and 

WebservicesX.NET also provide RSS feeds. Furthermore XMethods also offers WS-Inspection 

and DISCO documents as well as a UDDI Private Registry interface. 

 

3.1.2 Additional criteria significantly influencing consumer decisions 
 

Rating or review mechanisms help users better assess the quality of a service. This feature is 

not integrated in the UBR but it is one of BindingPoint’s explicit goals to produce a rating and 

written review of every web service published in the UBR. Web Service List and 

RemoteMethods provide similar service ratings. The purpose is to make it easier for consumers 

of web services to find reliable and specialized web services which match their requirements. 

RemoteMethods even indicates the number of hits to show a web service’s popularity. 

A test service quickly demonstrates the functionality of a service and facilitates the decision-

making process. The UBR does not provide a test service for its services, while XMethods, 

BindingPoint and StrikeIron provide means of performing test invocations of web services, and 

viewing the related response. This means that no program code needs to be written in order to 

evaluate any web service. Woogle offers a test service for most of the listed services and 

WebserivceX.NET provides at least a service demo showing example SOAP documents. 

Some of the evaluated alternatives for locating web services provide mature mechanisms for 

viewing and browsing WSDL files. XMethods, BindingPoint, WebseriveX.NET and StrikeIron 

offer enhanced WSDL parses and Woogle is also able to analyze whether a WSDL document 

is malformed or not. 

Some resources offer price information of services. BindingPoint, RemoteMethods as well as 

the marketplace of commercial web services, StrikeIron, provides fairly detailed information on 

the cost of web services.  

The times of updates are useful pieces of information. Outdated services are neither something 

extraordinary nor can they be detected easily. The indication of times of updates facilitates 

efforts in this direction slightly. BindingPoint, Web Service List, and RemoteMethods do provide 

this feature. 

Automated web service discovery and composition is very difficult to realize with most of the 

resources discussed. Woogle’s similarity search provides a useful and viable way for 

automatically discovering and composing web services.  As the UBR is controlled by private 

companies building users’ trust might be hampered. An independent organisation could bring 

improvements in this respect. 

Like most other web search engines Google and Baidu are on the one hand highly flexible but 

on the other hand not very user-friendly when it comes to web service discovery. Due to the 
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fact that they use robots to crawl the web they can deliver more services rather than simply 

resources that rely on registrations carried out manually by service providers. Currently Baidu 

does not support WSDL file retrieval whereas Google does. Google also provides a SOAP 

interface and allows for deducing status information. With the help of Google’s PageRank 

algorithm it is also possible to more or less determine a service’s diffusion. By and large Baidu 

has the same potential. 

 

3.2 Opportunities and threats worthy of consideration 
 

It is not surprising that the web service discovery area is not independent from external 

conditions. Even though, it has to be emphasized that these conditions can positively impact 

resource critical performance parameters and improve competitive advantage provided positive 

action is taken in time. On the other hand a threat can negatively impact performance 

parameters provided positive action is not taken in time. Below we discuss several 

opportunities which strengthen web service discovery approaches as well as the current 

challenges in overcoming continuous threats. 

 

3.2.1 Opportunities to strengthen web service discovery approaches 
 

Some of the resources for locating web services introduce the notion of peer collaboration in 

carrying out web service discovery processes. Successful resources usually implement various 

features that help web service consumers to discover and assess services quickly. With the 

provision of information on things such as service status and rating, as well as the integration of 

test services and WSDL parsers, resources for locating web services can set up tight links 

between service providers and consumers, thereby establishing direct and unproblematic 

collaboration. There should be as few intermediaries as possible and all features necessary to 

make a decision should be provided by a single resource for web service discovery.  

One of the major advantages of comprehensive and mature discovery resources is the 

reduction of human communication needs. Elaborate descriptions of web services’ semantics 

could be the next step in this area thereby bringing automation significantly further. Automation 

is of interest on both sides; manual searching as well as registering is cumbersome, time-

consuming and makes the process of web service discovery error-prone. Seamless 

management of data such as service descriptions and annotations as well as the use of 

standardised ontologies guarantees consistency and avoids redundancies in data registration 

and maintenance. 

Future resources will have the ability to search for and use remotely located web services, 

based on the semantics of each service. Peer support together with the automation of 

discovery is the core strengths of the resources. Open architectures guarantee scalability and 

expandability of the systems. Extended functionality for registered users can be -- and in some 

cases already is -- the foundation of viable business models for web service discovery 

resources. The exploitation and use of standardised interfaces with other systems is another 

core success factor. XMethods with its wide variety of interfaces is steps ahead in this respect. 

For many reasons the integration of web service data and the services themselves under one 
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resource framework is desirable. Discovery resources that directly link to external service 

providers and include peer collaboration functionality will definitely be preferable to others. By 

and large the quantity supplied, the support of automation and the transparency provided will 

eventually decide about who remains active on the market. 

With the help of the semantic web, it is possible to increase the flexibility and automation 

substantially. This would clearly come together with a reduction of process costs and cost 

control for service consumers.  

Usable and useful discovery resources will strengthen the motivation of service providers as 

well as consumers. As with many other markets, a certain threshold has to be exceeded to 

allow the market to actually function on its own. There are several saving potentials that come 

along with discovery process acceleration and facilitation in addition to market size. Reduced 

communication and transaction costs are achievable. The quality of the results can still be 

improved significantly by further optimising the discovery process. An efficient collaboration with 

the web service providers registered to discovery resources is crucial. 

Explicit cost savings for both service consumers and providers are realistic. Specifically, the 

integration of additional functions and a closer cooperation between service providers and 

consumers will increase the amount of transactions and simultaneously decrease the costs per 

transaction. 

 

3.2.2 Weaknesses that have to be addressed to overcome continuous threats  
 

Many resources are currently unknown to the market. Due to untested systems without 

references, there will be remarkable market awareness efforts required. Service consumers’ 

motivation and a basic level of technical understanding are also necessary. Maintenance and 

classification of web services that allow for customised sophisticated queries and are expected 

to be permanently available require continuous technical support and monitoring. The 

continuous maintenance of services’ data such as technical descriptions and annotation is 

absolutely necessary yet laborious. 

Transparency of operations to service consumers is guaranteed only in view of the tested 

resources. At large, the resources provide weak monitoring of transactions between service 

providers and customers. Clearly it cannot be expected that resources are “fool-proof,” but 

some improvements with respect to usability and intuitive comprehensibility are very welcome. 

Insufficient web services discovery due to inadequate service quality in terms of implementation 

as well as documentation can significantly alleviate the benefit that could be achieved with 

elaborate resources for the location of web services. Additionally the acceptance of the 

potentially required process reorientation of web service providers and consumers should be 

sufficient.  

Further issues to be considered are poor data quality, performance problems, and the potential 

loss of business partners through insufficient relationship management and market conditions 

in the long-run. Organisational adaptations through modifications in discovery procedures 

should not affect web service providers and consumers too much. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
 

Based on our findings, searching with Google is the most workable and promising approach for 

the moment and the near foreseeable future. The UBR is far from being a useful tool and all 

existing specialized web search engines provide much less coverage than Google. However, 

the standard model of Google is not well suited for web service discovery. Neither the 

identification of potential services through key word extraction nor the relevance ranking based 

on hyperlinks provide much of a use in a web service scenario.  

First, keyword based retrieval is error prone, as every human web user may confirm.  Still, for 

general web search the general ranking mechanism of Google (providing most relevant 

information as first links) and the fact that there is an intelligent human reader in the end can 

compensate for this lack of performance. However, web service discovery is part of an 

architecture where these processes should be mechanised. Therefore, grapping words from 

WSDL files is a rather error prone approach. The usage of standardized vocabulary such as 

UNIFACT or eClass to classify web services can significantly improve the correctness and 

completeness and do not provide much of a burden to web service providers.29  If needed, this 

task can be mostly automated by approaches such as GoldenBullet [3].  

Second, the page ranking mechanism of Google that uses the link structure of web pages will 

not scale for the area of WSDL files because the later using links in quite a different manner 

than “normal” web pages. Therefore, different post processing and filtering mechanisms of the 

output of Google will be needed. This is again a task where richer semantic annotations can 

play a role. 

In general, a Google-based approach will not necessarily be the forerunning model for service 

discovery. Take Amazon as an example. It is a central repository with advanced interface and 

accurate content for selling books and CDs. The effort in maintaining and developing this 

central repository is high but it is profitable too. That is to say, as soon as it is possible to 

provide a profitable business model for centralized web service repositories, they will be there. 

However, the effort in ontologizing their content would be significantly higher than for portals, 

which sell only one or two product categories such as Amazon. 
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